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About Us
At K International we believe translation is about more than just substituting words for other
words, it’s about making your message, your brand and, most importantly, your ideas reach
further and mean more, to more people.

We provide our clients with the tools to build lasting

Understanding our clients is a core responsibility at

relationships with customers and audiences outside their

K International, we recognise the faith required to trust

own borders. K International understands that what

someone to communicate on behalf of your brand.

matters most is that your audience hear your voice, in

For this reason, we believe that the most important thing

their language.

we do is get to know you, your brand and your values.

Our language, design and technology solutions have been
relied on by corporations and numerous departments
within the UK Government since 1986. Operating in

This knowledge is intrinsic to our work-flow and passed
on at every stage of a project to ensure that not just your
content, but your vision too is reflected in our work.

more than 150 languages in every conceivable industry,

Over the following pages, you will see examples of just

our broad experience and commitment to quality is

a few of our services and a number of case studies

reflected in our clients. They share the belief that great

detailing how we have helped our clients.

communication is the basis of international success,
whether that’s through language, design or brand
awareness.

We know that you entrust us with the responsibilities of your brand managers, copywriters, marketing
departments and public relations teams, all rolled into one. For this reason, we approach every project with
the level of dedication it deserves.

Who we are
Based in the heart of England, K international has been

What we do
We strive to be the best at what we do and offer:

providing language and accessibility services for in excess
of 25 years. We are experts in the provision of translation,
transcription, interpreting, Braille, large print and audio
services enabling our clients to engage with any audience,
of any nationality, in any medium.
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Comprehensive language provision, both spoken and written
Broad portfolio of accessibility solutions
Ancillary services in design, development and consultancy
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Global Capability
North America & Canada

Milton Keynes, UK

Europe & Russia

We have vast experience localising

Based in central England, we have

Because of our location much of

content for both North American

close connections with both the

the work we undertake is destined

and French Canadian markets

United States and Europe

for both European & Russian
regions.

South America

Middle East & Africa

India & Asia

We regularly produce work

With increasing globalisation,

Many of our global commercial

intended for use in Argentina,

demand for both African & Middle

clients, and numerous domestic

Brazil, Peru, Chile, Columbia and

Eastern language translation has

government departments need

Mexico.

seen a significant rise. We are

to produce information for

specialists in producing work for

Japanese, Chinese, Malaysian, Thai

these regions with languages that

& Indonesian speakers. We have

include Arabic, Farsi, Kurdish,

operated in these languages for

Somali, Amharic, Igbo and Swahili,

over 25 years.

to name just a few.
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Language Services
Language translation services are the
cornerstone of K International’s business.
They are the first services we ever provided
and continue to be fundamental to our
business offering.
Our translation services are key in helping our partners
engage with and understand their international audiences.
We are part of an official framework developed by the UK
Government for language provision. Working daily with
numerous departments, including the Ministry of Defence,
Crown Prosecution Service and Transport for London, you
can be safe in the knowledge that our work is trusted and
relied on by internationally renowned institutions.
We can guarantee that our clients enjoy not only the
best quality translations but the most secure, reliable
& efficient services as well. We believe that everyone
is entitled to this level of service so regardless of your
document translation requirements, large or small, you
will receive the same level of commitment to quality as our
international clients.

K International | Language Consultancy Services
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Translation: Education
Education is a key area for our translation services and one where the importance and
benefits cannot be underestimated. Our academic clients make use of translation in a variety
of scenarios ranging from training and teaching, through to benchmarking standards against
international competition.
Accademic or educational translation requires a specific

The process we employ is strictly dependent on our

grasp of a broad range of subject areas, in addition to this

client’s requirements. High level client consultations

it is imperative that the language used reflects the target

are undertaken for all projects prior to commencement

audience’s level of comprehension whist retaining the

of work to determine the exact parameters of our

highest degree of accuracy. During our years operating

partnership. This allows us to develop and adapt a

within this sector, we have built up the necessary expertise

bespoke translation and/or service work-flow specifically

to service the specific needs of educational clients.

to guarantee the project is delivered efficiently and to spec

We have completed numerous projects which

for a particular client.

demonstrate the breadth of our educational translation

Our translation processes are accredited to ISO 9001:2008

services, these include but are not limited to, international

by ISOQAR for quality and to ISO 27001 for data security

examination benchmarking for Ofqual, providing

by the British Standards Institute. In addition to this all our

multilingual information for the Natural History Museum,

staff are security cleared and trained to deal with highly

training materials for staff at leading retailers and high

sensitive information, which can be a common component

security work for examination boards.

of educational material.

Working with K International has been a pleasure, the team are always very quick to respond to our,
often rapid, demands. We would highly recommend their services and look forward to a long working
relationship with them.

Academic Translation Capabilities
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International examination benchmarking

Secure data and research handling

General educational materials

Public information of an educational nature

Training and assessment materials

Multilingual transcription and audio translation
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Case Study

British Library
We’re working alongside the British Library & the Qatar Foundation to make the history of
the Arab Gulf accessible to the world. This has allowed researchers and the public to gain an
invaluable insight into the history and scientific achievements of the Gulf region.
This project involved creating one of the world’s finest

The project is now well underway, with thousands

information resources and solving a key issue that many

of priceless documents already digitised and a

historians face – getting access to the material. The

comprehensive catalogue of translated descriptions and

vision was to provide a means to access the information

archival information. The documents themselves include

instantly, wherever necessary, alongside high-resolution

India Office records, maps, manuscripts, sound recordings

digital images of the archival material.

and photographs.

Project Specifications
Specialist work-flows developed to speed up delivery schedules, operated by a team of experienced academic linguists.
Integration with the BL’s content development team, linking their Drupal CMS with our translation management tool, Tracklingua
6 Year project managing and translating millions of words, primarily into and out of the Arabic language

K International | Language Consultancy Services
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Translation: Legal
Whether you need to create a brand from scratch, including marketing materials and a beautiful
and functional website or whether you are looking for a design refresh we are confident you will
be pleased with the results.

Legal translation requires very specialist knowledge of

Our process will produce legal translations that are equal

the legal industry and the nuances contained within each

in legal effect to the original articles. Our translators

country’s legal system. Over the last 20 years we have built

understand and interpret not only the meaning of the

teams of in-country legal translators who are experts in

words but the legal effect of the article when translated

their sector, who understand local culture and have an

into the target language.

in-depth knowledge of their particular country’s legal
system.

In most cases a very literal translation is suitable for legal

We can provide witness statements and certified

the most important factors are style and presentation. The

documents to accompany the legal translation if required.

service will produce texts that are clear and unambiguous.

Translators are security checked beforehand, including

When there are perceived multiple meanings of the

CRB, CTC, SC, DV and other levels should they be needed.

source text we will present footnotes in the document or

K International is one of the few companies in the UK to

additional explanations to describe the exact variations in

hold ISO 27001 as well as ISO 9001.

the meanings that the translation may produce.

texts, in contrast to a piece of creative translation where

I would say that K International provides the best service and has a very dedicated team who are always
ready to provide an excellent service no matter how small or big the issues are.

Legal Translation Capabilities
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Court documents

Policy translation and advice

Litigation translation

Contract translation

Translation of RFQs/RFPs

Translation of wills and testaments
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Case Study

Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs
HMRC have a varied requirement for legal translation, often involving reports and investigations
of evidence. K International provide a comprehensive set of services to HMRC to ensure that they
can communicate effectively and quickly with non English speakers.
We provide daily legal translation of documentation

By leveraging our bespoke language project and delivery

from and into English. By curating specific terminology

system, Tracklingua, HMRC has been able to significantly

databases and managing a pan-Government terminology

reduce translation turnaround times and increase the

list we help the UK Government provide consistent legal

reliability of their overall translation management.

translations across all departments. This is continually
being updated in-line with new legislation and clauses.

Project Specifications
Bespoke work-flows designed to speed up delivery schedules and integration with HMRC’s own work practices
Rapid response and direct translation management to allow high quality output with 24hr turnaround
Specially selected translation team to guarantee consistency and security each and every time

K International | Language Consultancy Services
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Medical Translation
If you are engaged in the Medical sector you can rely on K International’s specialist translation
service to deliver the highest quality results. Trusted by commercial entities and government
departments, including the British Army.
Medical information often contains a myriad of complex

Our specialist teams of linguists and project managers

terminology, ensuring this is conveyed accurately in

are handpicked for their experience, aptitude and

translation is of paramount concern. There are few

qualifications. All medical translations are carried out by

other disciplines within translation that can have such a

individuals with a background in relevant industries to

significant bearing on human life. For this reason choosing

that of individual projects, this ensures all terminology is

a proven, respected, experienced professional language

accurate and adapted specifically for the target region.

provider is a necessity.
We have been working with clients in the medical field
for in excess of two decades. Our experience ranges
from handling the medical records of overseas troops for

If the project is exceptionally sensitive we are able to call
on government sanctioned security cleared linguists to
meet your demands.

the British Army to the technical translation of complex
medical equipment manuals. Due to the sensitive nature
of much of our medical work, our security procedures and
commitment to confidentiality are at the forefront of the
industry.

K International have been a pleasure to work alongside and are always happy to help and deal with any
queries that may arise. By having a dedicated account manager it means you always have a point of
contact rather than having to go through a sales team. This allows for a great working relationship between
you and K International. We have always received good service from K International. Timing and quality
have always met my expectations and everything is communicated in a professional and timely manner.

Medical Translation Capabilities
Clinical trials

Pharmaceutical research, reports and training manuals

Patient records

Public medical literature and leaflets

Medical Journals, information & notes

Regulatory and legal assurance
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Case Study

The British Army
The quality and reliability of our medical translation service is relied upon by The British Armed
Forces in Germany to ensure that troops and their families receive the best possible medical
support.
K international handles all the medical translation

In other words, if it can be classified as medical, our

requirements for the British Force’s overseas operations in

translators are fully geared to handle it securely, be it a

Germany. The work is not restricted to just those serving

life threatening condition or a standard check-up. The

in the military, as their families are also covered. This

languages we regularly translate from are: German (the

means that our translators need to be able to deal with

main language), French, Dutch, Spanish, Italian, Norwegian

subjects as distinct as injuries sustained on the battle

and Turkish, but we can be asked to translate from any

field, ligaments torn playing football, paediatric illnesses,

language at all. There is also an ongoing requirement to

gynaecological problems, pregnancy difficulties, all fields

translate into German, French or Dutch from English.

of oncology and their related treatments, psychiatric
issues including PTSD and many more.

Project Specifications
Projects are managed in a secure environment with strict procedures to ensure patient confidentiality
All fields of medicine covered
Flexible response to variations in workload

K International | Language Consultancy Services
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Pharmaceutical Translation
We have a dedicated team of linguists with experience of the pharmaceutical sector, this allows
us to identify the important elements of your project which will be key in determining success.
By developing an understanding of our client’s plans, expectations and criteria for success,
we build bespoke processes to support your language requirements thus providing a smooth,
integrated service.
Pharmaceutical translation can often require very

To remain competitive our clients understand the

specialist knowledge of the medical industry, as well as

importance of presentation in public facing information

an understanding the nuances of individual healthcare

and the medical industry is no different to other

systems around the world. Over the last 20 years we have

commercial sectors in this regard. To that end, we have

built teams of in-country translators who are experts in

a specialist in-house multilingual design studio to ensure

their discipline, who understand local culture and have an

that your translations are not only of the highest quality,

in-depth knowledge of their particular country’s medical &

but that they also look the part.

legal system.

Our studio will work with your own artwork teams to

Regulatory processes are of paramount concern to the

ensure that all translations effortlessly reflect the visual

pharmaceutical industry because of the obvious risks

impact and design language of the source material, whilst

involved. For this reason, K International has built up

additionally adapting to the individual requirements of

strong relationships with leading legal experts in both the

target regions.

medical and retail sectors to provide comprehensive legal
checks and peace of mind to our clients.

The team at K International have always provided a professional, reliable and efficient service.
Delivering a very high standard within short deadlines. Thank you for all your hard work over
the past few years… it is always a pleasure to work with you!

Pharma Translation Capabilities
Clinical Studies

Translation and localisation consultancy

Packaging and Labelling material

Chemistry, manufacturing and control documentation

Training and patient information literature

Product descriptions and advertising literature
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Case Study

Celesio
Celesio’s position as a leading international medical wholesaler involves a broad translation
requirement. They provide services to healthcare and pharmaceutical sectors in 14 countries
around the world, serving around two million customers every day.
Celesio approached K International to assist them in

We presented to Celiso’s key worldwide stakeholders

centralising their product marketing and branding. The

to ensure that all queries and possible issues were

previous system meant products were not necessarily

addressed prior to the commencement of the project.

available in all regions whilst others were being
individually developed by multiple countries, resulting in

Throughout the project K International provided local

increased costs and workload.

knowledge and feedback whilst supplying translation,

Celesio consulted K International throughout this

K International’s vast experience in both the

centralisation process who advised on legal, technical and

pharmaceutical and retail sectors, we were able to fit

cultural aspects of the project.

specialist translators to the project ensuring translations

typesetting and reviewing services. Due to

were both accurate and reflective of Celesio’s brand
values.

Project Specifications
Consult on regional multilingual packaging and design concerns
Implement localised regulatory processes to ensure all translations meet stringent guidelines
Provide a bespoke work-flow to improve translation accuracy and guarantee efficient delivery of language projects

K International | Language Consultancy Services
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Technical Translation
If you require localisation of manuals, scientific information or even specialist marketing
material, a dedicated technical translation service should be one of your considerations.
K International is a market leader in this area, trusted by both commercial clients and
government departments.
Technical translation is a specialised service that deals

Our client support extends across all platforms, with

with scientific, technological information and data. As

technical translations performed in document, audio,

with many other types of translation, it has its own

visual and digital formats. Each project is thoroughly

specialised terminology. For a text to be truly considered

analysed and discussed with our client during the

technical however, it has to not only have its own

consultancy phase so that your expectations are

specialised terminology, but also to demonstrate a high

completely fulfilled, while our flexible processes and

level of subject knowledge together with a mastery of the

systems allow us to deliver in any combination of formats

terminology and writing conventions that are associated

you may require.

with that type of text.

In addition, our in-house design team is fully geared

K International’s technical translation services have been

towards working with designed technical documentation.

blazing a trail for more than a quarter of a century, gaining

The studio is able to process artwork intended for print or

plaudits and respect along the way. During that time, we

screen using any of the leading software packages. As a

have partnered with a wide range of corporations working

result, the finished documents not only mirror the original

in such diverse areas as the automotive, electronic,

information, but are also created to reflect the design

medical, legal, marketing, aeronautical, engineering and

language and functionality of the source.

mobile communications sectors.

Technical Translation Capabilities
Technical product manuals

Marketing materials

Engineering information

Scientific research reports and journals

Electronics and systems data

Academic research
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Case Study

ArjoHuntleigh Technical Equipment Manuals
ArjoHuntleigh are a world leader in the sale and manufacture of technical medical equipment.
They require both translation and typesetting of all their technical product documentation. This
covers items such as Medical Beds, Hygiene Systems, Therapeutic Surfaces, DVT Prevention,
Wound Healing, Disinfection and Diagnostic products.
ArjoHuntleigh’s translation requirements can range from

Our internal design studio produces unique versions

updates to older equipment manuals right through to the

of every manual for each individual medical translation

complete translation of a new product’s documentation.

project. We ensure that the design message of the original

For every manual localisation we employ a specialist

source document is reflected in the resulting translation.

technical translator and proofreader with experience of

In doing so, we enable ArjoHuntleigh to maintain brand

the healthcare industry.

continuity regardless of which region their product will be
sold in.

Project Specifications
Translations are carried out by experienced technical linguists with relevant industry experience
Projects are dovetailed with our in-house artwork studio to ensure consistent design across all translation projects
We work alongside our client’s internal validators to ensure all terminology is accurately localised

K International | Language Consultancy Services
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Translation: Retail
K International’s dedicated retail translation consultancy service is relied upon by some of
Europe’s largest brands. This service has been tailored to cater specifically to the needs of
international traders engaged in various retail sectors including fashion, food, electronics &
home wares.
Retail translation is an exacting discipline, necessitating

Legislation covers not just the words that attend the

first-class translation skills together with a thorough

product, but also the packaging design, for what may be

understanding of the legal framework and key specifics of

an acceptable graphic in one country may be banned in

markets within target locales. Furthermore, it requires a

another. Furthermore, changes in legislation mean that

detailed knowledge of the varied sectors that exist within

retail translators must be fully aware of all the latest

the retail trade industry, as no two sectors are identical,

developments in local regulation.

with specific legislation and terminology pertaining to
individual product types.

We handle all the complexities of language project

A retail translator must ensure that the details of a

the message. Expansive resources allow us to draw on

product, either for the packaging or accompanying

the experience of a wealth of linguistic talent and we can

documentation, conform to local laws whilst conveying the

align specific experts to your account with the right history

qualities of the product in a manner that is sympathetic to

of experience. Effective project management enables our

local customs, culture and more.

clients to get their product and message to market quickly

management, which allows our clients to focus purely on

and effectively.

K International’s work-flow allows seamless processing of our Artwork and Instruction Manuals. The team
are a pleasure to work with and are always on the front foot with innovations.
I look forward to continuing our strategic partnership with K International.

Retail Specific Services
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International brand migration consultancy

Centralised retail translation memory management

Bespoke translation management software, Tracklingua

On-site project management personnel

Proven commercial digital, print and accessibility capabilities

Regulatory and legal assurance
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Case Study

Marks & Spencer Food Packaging
Renowned UK based retailer, Marks & Spencer, approached us to assist with their European
food expansion effort. They required legally assured back of pack translation conforming to FIR
regulation for the European marketplace.
Due to the legal connotations of this project we partnered

Thanks to our team and systems we have been able to

with international regulatory experts to guarantee

deliver substantial improvements to both M&S’ translation

compliance. Working with our specialist retail team

work flow and overall content quality.

of project managers and translators, M&S receive

The ongoing success of this project has enabled us to

translations of around 50 products per day, often within a

assist with multiple translation requirements within M&S

24 hour turn around.

through both flexibility and an on-site presence.

Project Specifications
Rapid translation turnaround with strict quality assurances
Localised regulatory checks enforced for all labelling translations
Expansive translation requirements outside labelling including training materials and ancillary documentation

K International | Language Consultancy Services
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Ancillary Services
Alongside our core translation services, we
provide a comprehensive suite of ancillary
services. We ensure that you are not simply
limited to written formats, instead enabling
you to communicate in any medium,
anywhere.
We provide our clients with leading expertise in
interpreting, transcription, design and accessibility. Much
like our translation services, these extra provisions form
part of an all encompassing communication solution for
our various partners.
Our interpreting and accessibility solutions have been
deployed in various situations for both UK government
and domestic commercial clients. We supply reliable
face to face, telephone and sign language interpreting in
addition to accessible formats like Braille and EasyRead.
K International also houses its own design team, which
is often combined with marketing and information
translation projects. This enables us to employ large scale
foreign language typesetting to effectively work on visual
projects with a high degree of visual and brand sensitivity.
The following pages will give you an insight into how
we can assist your communication goals beyond just
translation.

K International | Language Consultancy Services
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Transcription
K International’s bilingual experts provide you with one of the most reliable transcription
services in the UK. We work with taped meetings, interviews, telephone calls, video surveillance,
foreign TV channels and any other audio recording. Our team will transcribe and translate your
recordings into English and any other language that you may require.
All of our staff and procedures are security checked and
accredited. We provide this service to the MOD, Police,
Border Authority and Prison Service.
We accept recordings in almost any format. This includes;
cassette, CD, DVD, MP3, Wav or BT’s PIN phone system. We
have our own solution that provides transcriptions within
48 hours of recording, this is used extensively within the
Prison and Police Services.

Transcription experience with the Prison Service
K International has worked closely with HM Prison Service

More recently we have developed a system that allows a

for a number of years providing the transcription and

much faster turnaround time. This involves a combination

translation of various recordings and supplying back an

of our VOIP phone system and the same technology that

MS Word file in English.

is behind podcasts. The recordings can be ‘played’ directly

When this service first began we would receive (via courier)
cassette tapes containing the foreign language recordings.

into our system; we then transcribe them and return the
MS Word file via our portal (which is encrypted).

These were then transcribed using our team of security

Using this new system means that we can begin

cleared translators and translated back into English. We

transcribing and translating the recording immediately

then returned (via encrypted email) the MS Word file

(saving time and money on the delivery). This is very

containing the English transcription of the recording. In

important in a lot of cases as the prison may need to act

some cases we were also requested to destroy copies

as quickly as possible on the information gained within the

of the cassettes, printed material and electronic files

recording.

associated with a project to further increase security.
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Case Study

National Crime Agency
The National Crime Agency (NCA) has an ongoing requirement for the transcription of defendant
interviews for use during court cases. For this reason K International ensures that every project
is completed to the highest standard, as even the smallest mistake can have a big impact on the
trial.
The majority of transcription projects undertaken for

There is an occasional requirement for NCA recordings

the NCA are typically English language based. Every

to be translated from foreign languages into English also

assignment is undertaken by a UK based typist with

for court purposes. The most recent of which was an

certified security clearance due to the nature of the

undercover recording relating to sham marriages/false

subjects involved. We routinely deal with a variety of file

identity documents - like the other recordings these also

formats that range from digital audio to video sources that

are completed by UK based translators and are typically

are fed into our secure transcription work-flow.

completed with a witness statement.

Project Specifications
UK based security cleared transcribers used without exception, witness statements provided for court use on request
Secure and efficient work-flow procedures deployed to guarantee data protection and delivery requirements
Integration with translation work-flows to handle any language requirement

K International | Language Consultancy Services
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Accessibility
In addition to our wide range of translation and interpreting services, we offer several services
designed to make your existing material more accessible, allowing it to reach a much wider
audience. Whether your material is printed, audiovisual, or web based — or of course any
combination of the above — we can provide you with options which will allow your message to
be understood by everyone.

Braille

EasyRead

Braille is a system widely used by blind and visually

EasyRead documents are created on a case-by-case basis

impaired people to read and write. K International can

to allow people with learning difficulties to access existing

convert any document into Braille, providing you with

material. They are written in clear, concise language

a communication solution for the blind and visually

without confusing terminology or jargon. Key points are

impaired. Please be aware that the production of charts

clearly explained using diagrams and illustrations.

and graphs is difficult in this format however, we can
provide an alternative solution if this is an issue. Signs,
books and information leaflets are just a few examples of

Easy Read is most commonly used by people with learning
disabilities, however, it is also useful for the young, elderly

documents that we can produce in Braille.

or speakers of foreign languages.

As part of the production process every document is

It is important to ensure that your written information

proofread by an experienced Braille reader to ensure
accuracy, quality and usability. Particular attention is given
to providing a user friendly layout.
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is accessible to all. We will work closely with you to
understand your target audiences so you can be confident
that your obligations will be met.
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Case Study

Transport for London
TfL’s position, as a publicly funded government department, requires the provision of all
passenger information in accessible formats on request. As well as translation into more than
14 languages this also includes Audio, Braille, EasyRead and Large Print variations.
To ease the administrative burden on TfL’s London

We have managed a complete solution to TfL’s language

office we setup a dedicated contact line upon their

requirements through a close relationship spanning a 10

behalf. This allows members of the public to contact us

year period. From updates to tube services, congestion

directly with their alternative format requirements via a

charge & Oyster Card information to the Olympic traffic

telephone number appearing on all of TfL’s printed public

arrangements, K International has been on hand to

information.

provide London’s commuters with all the information they
need regardless of language or physical format.

Project Specifications
Direct contact with TfL customers to provide alternative formats and reduce administrative workload for TfL staff
Complete language & accessibility provision of all public facing printed literature
Dynamic management to handle short notice requests and ensure cost effective efficient turnaround times

K International | Language Consultancy Services
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Accessibility Continued

Large Print

Sign Language

For those with poor vision, Large Print documents

British Sign Language (BSL) is the sign language used

are a quick and cost effective method for presenting

in the United Kingdom (UK). It is now used as the first

information. As the name suggests, larger than usual font

or preferred method of communication by 70,000 deaf

sizes are used in the design as well as a simplified layout.

people in the UK. K International are able to provide

Our studio team are experienced in the creation of these

expert signers for multiple situations including video

documents from existing material, and can ensure that the

overlays and live interpreting assignments.

style and branding of the final product is consistent with
the original source.

When producing video content it is important to consider

The Disability Discrimination Act 1995 and the Freedom

your material to be accessible to viewers with hearing

of Information Act 2000 both refer to the provision of

difficulties, you may wish to consider adding sign language

documentation in Large Print, so, you may be legally

as an option for end users. Although, BSL is the first

obliged to provide information in Large Print and

language for many deaf people in the UK today, there are

therefore, the provision of Large Print documents should

many other sign languages which are used all over the

appear within your language policies.

world.
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Design & Typesetting
Our in-house multilingual studio has been helping clients deliver multilingual artwork and
non-traditional translation for more than 20 years. The dedicated team of experienced
typesetters, designers and application developers have been on hand to assist with
DTP (desktop publishing), web, audio and video projects since the company’s inception.
Using our specialist studio ensures that your visual identity
is maintained when creating documents in alternative
languages.
Our multilingual studio team focus on the visual delivery
processes by recreating artwork, audio and video at
the creative level. By working in tandem with expert
translators our studio is capable of delivering a one box
solution to translation requirements that have a design
component.

Studio Experience
Producing a translated designed document presents

We routinely complete typesetting projects in an array of

a number of challenges that a traditional artwork

languages on a daily basis, drawing on years of experience

agency may rarely encounter. Firstly the majority of

within the field. The studio can take your original artwork

languages require an approximate increase of 25%

and convert it into any number of language versions,

space in comparison to the original English. This often

whilst maintaining the look and feel of the source.

necessitates adjustment of the original layout and design

Alternatively, our in-house creative team is fully geared to

schema, including leading, font size, typeface, kerning

producing bespoke designs for documents or promotional

etc. Additional dedicated software is often required

materials from the ground up in line with your brief.

when using non-Latin script languages such as Bengali
and Gujarati to accurately handle the characters and
formatting, and right to left languages like Farsi, Urdu &
Arabic, which involve the complete reversal of the reading
order, altering the dynamics completely!

Our multilingual studio makes use of all the industry
standard formats and packages from Adobe, Microsoft &
Quark. Whatever your file type, our design studio has the
capability to integrate it into our translation process and
deliver artwork that accurately reflects the original, both in
terms of message and design.

K International | Language Consultancy Services
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Interpreting
Situations requiring interpreters can vary considerably. With this in mind, we offer a wide range
of interpreting services, each job is treated as a bespoke assignment. We take care of every
aspect of the project with no hidden costs, all you need to do is provide us with a date, time and
an assignment description.
There are many occasions where translation needs to be
instantaneous during meetings, conferences, interviews
or public seminars, for instance. K International provides
a range of specialist interpreting services to suit your
specific requirements. We have many years of experience
providing high quality interpreting services to a range
of clients in the public and private sectors. We currently
supply interpreters to the HM Prison service, the NHS,
Social Services, and McLaren Automotive, to name just a
few.

Face-to-face interpreting

Telephone interpreting

Face-to-face interpreting is sometimes called liaison or

We can provide a full telephone interpreting service which

ad-hoc interpreting. It is a two way form of interpreting,

is suitable for a range of situations. Telephone interpreting

meaning that all parties present can take part in a

can be used when face-to-face contact is not necessary

discussion. The interpreter translates verbally every few

or when the requirement is urgent or unexpected. The

sentences, while the speaker pauses. It is widely used in

preferred method for telephone interpreting is a three-

courts, healthcare, legal situations, and business meetings

way conference call, although, in face-to-face situations

where it is important to maintain continuous dialogue.

the phone can simply be passed back and forth.
Telephone interpreting is much less costly than other
forms, as factors such as travel time do not need to be
factored in. It is also very flexible, we can connect you to a
interpreter in any language at very short notice — usually
in under a minute.
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Simultaneous interpreting

Conference interpreting

Sometimes referred to as whispering interpreting,

At large events, such as conferences, where there are

simultaneous interpreting is useful for larger events where

more than a few participants who require translation,

only a few participants require translation. The interpreter

it may be necessary to use conference interpreting.

sits next to or behind the people who need translation

Often requiring a team of interpreters, the translation

and whispers the interpretation to them. This is much less

takes place in a sound booth and is verbally relayed to

disruptive than face-to-face interpreting, but it should be

the participants via headphones. This can be adapted

noted that the process is very tiring for the interpreter so,

to supply several languages to different groups of

for longer assignments more than one interpreter should

participants. We can provide the correct equipment and

be used.

setup for these occasions.
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Official Government Supplier
K International are part of an official Government framework set up by the Crown Commercial
Service to provide language support. The agreement covers translation, transcription,
accessibility and many other language services.
As the population of the UK becomes more diverse,

This framework is OJEU compliant and open to all

managing the cost of translation has become an issue for

government departments (both local and central).

many government departments and agencies. The subject

It is strongly recommended that if you work for a

has received exposure in the press, TV coverage and even

local authority, government department or any other

been mentioned at Prime Minister’s Question Time. In light

government agency that you use this framework to

of this, the Crown Commercial Service (CCS) has developed

manage your translation needs.

a Pan-Government framework for translation services.
This agreement is called RM1092 and includes many other
services in addition to translation.

This agreement allows for the provision of government
translation, transcription and ancillary services. It is used
by UK public sector bodies including, but not limited to,
central government departments and their agencies,
non-departmental public bodies, NHS and local authorities.

Quality Assurance
For us, quality control is of the highest priority. To that end we are continually audited by
independent invigilators to ensure that our work maintains the highest degree of precision.
K International is fully ISO 9001:2008 compliant. This

The ISO 9001:2008 standard improves on the existing

standard requires specific quality management procedures

2000 standard that was first published in the year 2000.

to be adhered to in order to maintain certification.

It involves new systems that measure and improve client

This is enforced by regular audits undertaken by ISOQAR,

satisfaction by ensuring that effective quality assurance

the awarding body. This helps us to achieve continued

processes are in place at each step in the translation

improvement of our Quality Management System and

process. An ISO 9001:2008-certified company must

increased value for money and peace of mind for all of our

also compare internal quality measures with actual

clients.

client feedback and exhibit a commitment to constant
improvement to quality assurance procedures to an
unbiased auditor.
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Technology
Our bespoke software system, Tracklingua, provides a convenient on-line method for your team
to directly manage, monitor, request and receive translation projects. By utilising this system you
can significantly reduce your administration load and keep track of requests by either individual
users or teams.
Our system can be branded and customised to suit your
specification, allowing integration into your existing
internal process and order requirements. To properly take
advantage of the customisable features of Tracklingua
we recommend a consultation with one of our in-house
developers to ensure that the system will deliver the most
effective solution to your requirements.
Tracklingua’s deployment in a live commercial
environment has saved a major high street retailer more
than 90% on translation costs over a 2 year period.
In addition, it has significantly improved their overall
translation work flow and guaranteed consistency across
their product ranges.

By aligning Tracklingua with our specialist and centralised
language memory management system, memoQ, we are
able to offer our clients significant advantages in terms
of translation quality, consistency, turnaround times and
overall cost savings.

Quickly we realised K International offered much more than simply translation. Within a couple of weeks
of deploying Tracklingua, we had a fully functioning online database, with an easy to use translation search
function and a customised process for requesting & delivering new translations

Real world client benefits
Simplified translation procurement process

Centralised language and terminology memories

Cloud based project management and reporting

Integrated communication features for all project stakeholders

Customisable to your requirements

On-site training, developer support and on-line resources
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Partners
Just some of our valued clients...

Contact us today
If you are looking for a language partner with proven levels
of leading industry success, please contact one of our
advisors via the following methods
Post	K International
14 Davy Avenue
Knowlhill
Milton Keynes
MK5 8PL
UK
Tel:

+44 (0) 1908 557900

Fax:

+44 (0) 1908 670170

Email:

info@k-international.com

Web:

www.k-international.com
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